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 LANGUAGE AS AN EMERGENT SYSTEM
 K. David Harrison and Eric Raimy
 Uuman language is a biological system: All humans are neuro-
 logically predisposed to acquire whatever language they are
 exposed to in their early years. Language itself is socially trans-
 mitted. A rich interaction between genetic structures and social
 learning gives rise to what linguists call a "grammar," which is the
 knowledge - part innate, part learned - of language complex-
 ity found inside the brain of every speaker. The ambition of lin-
 guistics, properly a sub-field of neurobiology in our opinion, is to
 describe and explain the complex patterns found in all lan-
 guages. Because this complexity can be shown to arise from sim-
 pler underlying components, human language is an emergent
 system par excellence. The paradigm of emergence set forth in
 this volume is very well-suited to the study of linguistic patterns
 on at least two distinct (though interrelated) levels.
 Anyone who is familiar with our current scientific understand-
 ing of language knows that linguists have only been recently able
 to formulate good questions about the nature of language. Be-
 lieving that we have a deep understanding of any aspect of lan-
 guage or any other cognitive function is sheer hubris. Our main
 goal of this chapter is to demonstrate how the fundamental
 methods of analysis in linguistics produce and reduce an emer-
 gent system. We note that although both authors are phonolo-
 gists and focus on the sound pattern side of language, all of the
 arguments we present here hold for the other areas of linguistics
 including syntax, semantics, sociolinguistics, morphology, and so
 on. We focus our arguments in the area of phonology both be-
 cause this is the arena with which we are most familiar and be-
 li. David Harrison is Assistant Professor of Linguistics at Swarthmore College,
 and Eric Raimy is Assistant Professor of English Language and Linguistics at the
 University of Wisconsis, Madison.
 Soundings 90.1-2 (Spring/ Sum mer 2007). ISSN 0038-1861.
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 cause the chain of events from acoustic signals to lexical access
 which is covered by phonology is the best documented, and the
 basic cognitive components such as phonemes and syllables are
 well understood.
 The fact that classic linguistic analyses such as those by the
 Prague School (for example Trubetzkoy, Jacobson and Halle
 among many others) are emergent approaches has only been re-
 cently acknowledged. Contemporary work represented by Ju-
 liette Blevins and Andrew Wedel reveals the full complexity of
 the independent forces that combine to shape both diachronic
 and synchronie aspects of language. The key aspect of these ap-
 proaches is their emergent flavor; they favor explanations of
 complex phenomena where simple independent forces interact
 to account for the complexity. As part of this methodology, we
 are constantly attempting to jettison stipulated constructs if these
 can be derived more simply from the interaction of independent
 forces. In our mind, this is the core tenet of emergentism, and
 accounts for much of its explanatory appeal. It must be noted
 that this philosophy of emergence is by no means a new idea or
 approach and, as far as we can tell, derives from Occam's Razor
 which suggests that simpler solutions are to be favored when all
 other things are equal among the alternatives.
 The fact that most contemporary linguists do not recognize
 themselves as practitioners of emergence is, in our opinion, very
 revealing about the role of emergence thought in our under-
 standing of the world and human behavior. As papers in this vol-
 ume of Soundings indicate, emergence cannot and should not be
 associated with a single field of study or a particular methodol-
 ogy. One specific aspect of our claim here is to note that emer-
 gence is not about using connectionist modeling or other
 specific approaches. Emergence is more about a philosophy of
 simplicity in analysis, a philosophy that can be found throughout
 history and for linguistics at least since the fourth century BC in
 the works of Panini the great Sanskrit grammarian. Conse-
 quently, we do not believe that emergent approaches to any phe-
 nomena will provide any arguments to distinguish between
 connectionist and classic Artificial Intelligence approaches to
 cognitive science.1
 We view the benefits of emergent approaches to phenomena
 as a guiding principle that forces investigators to question
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 whether any complexity that is observed can be better under-
 stood as the result of interaction of simpler parts as opposed to
 some monolithic primordial complex entity. Part of this method-
 ological approach is inherently reductionist in that any entity
 that can be derived from general principles or the interaction of
 other entities should be jettisoned. Radical reductionism as prac-
 ticed by some connectionists is not justified as a useful interpreta-
 tion of emergence, however, because it runs afoul of the second
 clause of Occam's Razor which requires all things to be equal
 when invoking simplicity to eliminate some entity. If the elimina-
 tion of an entity reduces our understanding of the phenomenon
 itself or makes the analysis empirically inadequate, then the en-
 tity should be kept.
 What follows is our particular view of how emergentism bene-
 fits and can benefit from our contemporary understanding of
 language and language acquisition. Although the historical chain
 of thought is not continuous, this view summarizes our particular
 synthesis and culmination of linguistic analysis of sound patterns
 from Panini, through the classic European historical linguists
 such as Wilhelm von Humboldt, Ferdinand de Saussure 's formu-
 lation of langue and parole, the American Structuralists (Sapir,
 Bloomfield, etc.), to the Prague School (Trubetzkoy, Jacobson,
 and Halle), and contemporary generative phonology (see Chom-
 sky, Chomsky and Halle, Halle and Vergnaud, and Kenstowicz) .
 Please note that we recognize that our intellectual parents disa-
 gree with each other about many things and that our views, for
 better or worse, should be recognized as unique to ourselves, al-
 though we do believe that many linguists agree on many of the
 points we discuss.
 Language Acquisition
 Language learners, beginning from birth and on through the
 language-learning years up to age seven or so, are confronted
 with massive amounts of complexity but never seem to assume
 that they must memorize verbatim all the linguistic forms that
 they hear. They will go for the abstract representation rather
 than the most direct, literal one. Thus, they never encode in
 their brain the world exactly as it occurs but rather assume the
 complexity they hear arises from an interaction of simpler under-
 lying mechanisms.
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 We attribute this to the fact that the language faculty of the
 human brain contains statistical pattern detectors focused on an-
 alyzing language. Children are statistical virtuosos, and in acquir-
 ing language, they are able to map surface complexity of speech
 forms onto a more abstract set of representations to be memo-
 rized. Once they have the right abstract representations in their
 brain, speakers have achieved competence, the ability to both
 parse and generate limitless numbers of completely novel words,
 phrases, and sentences.
 Our empirical research program seeks to infer what types of
 statistics the language faculty is able to compute and over what
 kinds of representations it computes them. Once we have useful
 answers to these questions, we can begin to find out whether the
 statistical pattern detectors or the representations computed are
 unique to the language faculty, or more general-purpose. To
 demonstrate this view of the human language faculty, we will dis-
 cuss how emergent patterns in the pronunciation of different
 morphemes, pairings of a sound and meaning into an atomic
 unit stored in long term memory such as the plural suffix "-s" in
 English, are part of the process of language acquisition in Tuvan,
 a language spoken in central Siberia (see Anderson & Harrison,
 Harrison). Our analysis extends to all human languages.
 Our research agenda makes a contribution to the understand-
 ing of emergence because we consider abstract symbolic repre-
 sentations which are normally eschewed in emergent analyses.
 We see no conflict of interest between emergence and symbolic
 representation because of complex surface patterns of data that
 are produced and accounted for in our analyses. As we discuss
 below, language acquisition provides excellent examples of how
 simple symbolic generalizations can interact to produce emer-
 gent phenomena.
 Emergent Properties of Morphology
 Suffix morphemes in Tuvan are an example of the type of sur-
 face complexity confronting language learners. Some mor-
 phemes exhibit allomorphy, a chameleon-like quality in which
 they take on different pronunciations to match different environ-
 ments. In other words, a morpheme that is memorized as a single
 entity in the mental lexicon may assume one of multiple differ-
 ent related pronunciations when a user actually utters the mor-
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 pheme. The task for the learner confronted with a suspected case
 of allomorphy is to decide whether there is just a single mor-
 pheme to be memorized (with its chameleon-like behavior ac-
 counted for by general rules of the language) or many distinct
 ones to be memorized separately. The decision is aided by speak-
 ers' general knowledge of sound patterns, and of how sounds af-
 fect other sounds when they appear in a particular environment.
 We argue, however, that it is the underlying pattern detection
 component of the language faculty that forces learners to do so.
 The system needs to derive abstraction from complexity so that a
 language, with its infinite combinatorial possibilities, can be
 stored in a finite brain.
 Two suffix morphemes in Tuvan, a plural and an adjective
 marker, will illustrate this process. The plural suffix, added to
 nouns, has eight distinct allomorphs as presented in (1) (the suf-
 fix is italicized and set off by a hyphen for clarity) .2
 (1) Tuvan plural suffix with eight allomorphs
 Noun + plural suffix meaning
 teve-ler "camels"
 ulu-lar "dragons"
 xep-ter "clothes"
 at-tar "names"
 xere'-der "sunbeams"
 aal-dar "campsites"
 xem-ner "rivers"
 xam-nar "shamans"
 The Tuvan adjectival suffix presents even greater complexity,
 with sixteen allomorphs (2).
 (2) Tuvan adjective suffix with 16 allomorphs
 teve-% "having a camel"
 börü-lüg "having a wolf
 ada-lyg "having a father"
 u'u-lug "having a dragon"
 xep-tig "having clothing"
 üs-tüg "having three"
 àt-tyg "having a horse"
 qus-tug "having a bird"
 xere'-dig "having a beam of light"
 xòì-diig "having a lake"
 aal-dyg "having a campsite"
 mool-dug "having a Mongol"
 xem-nig "having a river"
 xöm-nüg "having leather"
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 xam-ft)^ "having a shaman"
 cpxm-nug "having sand"
 What do Tuvan children learn when they encounter the sets of
 allomorphs in (1) and (2)? Although there are many different
 allomorphs of the plural and adjectival suffixes in Tuvan, learn-
 ers do not have any problem in producing them in appropriate
 environments, nor in understanding that any and all of the allo-
 morphs for plural and adjective have exactly the same meaning.
 Now we can sharpen our question: We can ask whether learners
 make any generalizations about the distribution of allomorphs.
 Do they commit to memory eight distinct forms of the plural in
 (1) with generalizations on what type of noun should occur with
 each allomorph? Or do they form a more abstract
 generalization?
 The key to the distribution of the allomorphs in (1) and (2) is
 that the suffix is predictable based on the phonemes (speech
 sounds) of the noun. We assume that this predictable aspect is
 statistically highly salient and thus readily identifiable by the
 learner. In a first pass of encoding, the predictability of the allo-
 morphs for the plural and adjective suffixes in Tuvan can be rep-
 resented by the decision trees in (3) and (4)
 The decision tree for plural allomorphs in (3) encodes a gen-
 eralization about the distribution of these allomorphs. The
 learner assumes eight distinct allomorphs, and must then decide
 how to select an allomorph to use with a given noun. The tree
 illustrates this decision process. Beginning from the left edge,
 the first branch queries whether the noun ends in a nasal sound
 (that is, with an V or "m" for the data set in (1) and (2)). If
 "yes," then the learner has narrowed down the possible allo-
 morphs to either #1 or #2. The next query is about the last vowel
 in the noun. If it is a front vowel (i, e, ü, or ö), then the learner
 selects allomorph #1 in (3) which is "-ner," and if it is not a front
 vowel, then allomorph #2, "-nar," is selected. The decision tree
 leads to the correct plural allomorphs out of eight possibilities,
 with a solid line indicating a "yes" answer to a decision box and a
 dashed line indicating "no."
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 The decision tree in (4) for the adjective suffix works in the same
 manner and produces the correct surface distribution of all six-
 teen allomorphs.
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 (4) Decision tree for Tuvan adjective suffixes
 Although the decision trees in (3) and (4) represent enough in-
 formation to predict the occurrence of the different allomorphs
 on different nouns, we do not believe the learner stops here. An
 important characteristic emerges if we consider the content of
 the two decision trees in (3) and (4). Within the decision trees
 themselves, there are deeper patterns that learners can detect.
 We see these patterns as informational redundancies in the trees.
 For example, the plural decision tree in (3) is wholly contained
 within the adjectival decision tree in (4). The only difference be-
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 tween the two trees is the additional bifurcation based on
 whether the vowel in the noun is round, that is, u, ü, o, ö, or
 "non-round" such as i, y, e, a vowel. This bifurcation occurs in the
 adjective tree but not the plural tree and the learner takes this
 distribution as evidence to extract the roundness sub-tree as a
 separate generalization.
 The remaining decision tree, consisting of the consonant and
 front vowel decisions, can be further analyzed if we consider that
 Tuvan also has other suffixes which change their vowels but not
 their consonants. The possessive (3rd person) suffix in Tuvan
 has four allomorphs: /i/, /y/, /u/ and /Ü/. For example, "noni'
 means "book" and "nom-u" means "his book." Based on this extra
 information, the learner can separate the consonant decision
 from the front vowel decision. This last extraction provides the
 three decision trees that will generate all of the thirty-two possi-
 ble forms of the plural, adjective, and possessive suffixes in
 Tuvan.
 _ noun rimi
 •
 ¡ •
 :-riOTFi
 i
 , ■
 !_ " I ends in a I I front I
 " 1 voiceless stop? I | vowel? | '
 (
 ¡ '
 1 . I front I
 ■
 (5) Three decision trees for Tuvan: (a) consonant decision, (b)
 vowel frontness decision, (c) vowel roundness decision.
 At this point, there are no further patterns to be extracted
 from the decision trees. The generalizations are as simple as pos-
 sible, and this result has been driven by the statistical analysis of
 patterns in the data. There are two interesting aspects of this cur-
 rent situation. The first is that the three decision trees coincide
 with a traditional linguistic analysis of Tuvan as having three dis-
 tinct phonological processes of "consonant dissimilation," "back-
 ness harmony," and "roundness harmony" (see Harrison,
 Anderson and Harrison). Each of these three processes is consid-
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 ered to be phonological and not morphological because the que-
 ries in each decision tree only refer to the sounds found in the
 noun to which the suffix attaches. The consonant dissimilation
 decision tree affects only the sound /I/ in Tuvan. The roundness
 harmony decision tree affects only the set of high vowels in
 Tuvan, while the backness decision tree affects all vowels in
 Tuvan. At this point, we can understand how the learner identi-
 fies the allomorphs for the plural and adjective suffixes in (1)
 and (2) as chameleons. The patterns that can be extracted from
 the distribution from these allomorphs do not coincide with lexi-
 cal or morphological information. Indeed, the patterns range
 over the entire distribution of sounds in Tuvan. Because the pat-
 tern is not restricted to a particular word or morpheme, the
 learner need memorize just one of the surface allomorphs for
 the plural and adjectival suffixes. She may then allow the deci-
 sion trees in (5) to modify the memorized morpheme to match
 specific sound environments.
 A second interesting aspect of the decision trees in (5) is that
 relatively trivial transitional probability-based statistics are the
 only thing needed to identify these generalizations. It is well doc-
 umented that infants as young as eight months are able to calcu-
 late transitional probabilities (see Aslin, Saffran, and Newport).
 So we are confident that we are not making unreasonable claims
 about the statistical abilities of humans. One aspect of statistical
 learning that is often glossed over, but which we feel is crucial to
 our analysis of Tuvan, is the question of what is done with the
 statistical knowledge gained by the learner. Statistical knowledge
 is useless in building words unless a decision is made based on it.
 We believe that the statistical analysis of the distribution of the
 plural and adjective suffixes in Tuvan provides the basis for deci-
 sion-making. The learner makes sensible decisions about what to
 memorize as the underlying, mental representations for the mor-
 phemes in question and what phonological processes are present
 in Tuvan. Although the statistical analysis provides the source of
 the knowledge about the distribution of allomorphs in Tuvan,
 the learner makes a decision about whether to memorize a static
 representation or not. The static generalization based on a statis-
 tical decision encoded in the speaker's long term memory char-
 acterizes the speaker's grammar, not the statistics themselves.
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 The decision process aspect of statistical learning is the key, in
 our opinion, to understanding how and why we see complexity
 generated from simplicity in emergent systems. The language
 learner begins the task awash in the complex surface data of spo-
 ken language. At first, the only available option is to do raw statis-
 tical analyses. After sufficient statistical analysis, patterns emerge
 and the learner can decide which patterns merit generalization
 and which patterns do not. The positing of generalizations from
 the initial statistical parse of the data feeds back into the system
 to provide the learner with more information with which to
 work. Posited generalizations can be modified based on addi-
 tional data and can be statistically analyzed as a source of new
 and ever more abstract generalizations. The overall effect of this
 feedback cycle of analysis and decision-making is the production
 of simpler and more parsimonious generalizations. The simplifi-
 cation of generalizations is a necessary condition for a statistical-
 based learning algorithm to be useful. If there is no pattern in
 the statistical distribution of a set of data that can be generalized
 in a manner that is simpler than the distribution of the data it-
 self, then there is no motive to posit that generalization. Thus,
 any memorized generalization must be simpler than the distribu-
 tion of the data itself. This generalization condition will hold
 over the entire cycle of statistical analysis, and one possible rea-
 son to stop the analysis is that there are no longer any patterns in
 the data that are simpler than the distribution of the data itself.
 Human Language and Emergence
 Human language provides an excellent source of naturalistic
 data from an emergent system. We hope our brief sketch of lan-
 guage acquisition and allomorphy in Tuvan suffixes has been
 helpful in demonstrating this point. For readers not familiar with
 analytical methods in linguistics, there are three main points that
 must be understood about the nature of this example.
 The first is that the analytic method that we used breaks down
 the surface complexity of the suffixes (having 8 and 16 allomor-
 phic forms, respectively) into the memorization of just two dis-
 tinct morphemes, that is, one used to make the plural and one
 used to make adjectives. These memorized forms are deployed
 by using three generalizations (what linguists call "generative
 rules") which dictate the exact consonant and vowel that must
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 appear appears in the suffix. Such generative rules have been
 used as a basic tool of linguistic analysis for the last 6000 years.
 The work of Panini, the great Sanskrit grammarian of the 4th
 century BC, is held in such high regard because of his thorough-
 ness and especially due to his elegant and simple summaries of
 generative patterns in Sanskrit grammar. If we fully understand
 the importance of this observation, we can see that linguists have
 been practicing emergentism since at least Panini. A corollary of
 this is that none of the contemporary trappings of emergence
 such as computer modeling or connectionism are necessary com-
 ponents of emergent analyses. This latter point explains why so
 many different fields of study can benefit from adopting emer-
 gent analyses, as evidenced by this special issue of Soundings.
 The second point emphasized in this article is that natural
 human language provides an exemplary source of emergent phe-
 nomena to be investigated. Because the study of human lan-
 guage as a system (not individual languages) has been conducted
 since the beginning of recorded history, we have amassed a large
 but still incomplete amount of knowledge about language. We
 should not be overconfident with this knowledge, but it does al-
 low us to ask better and more focused questions about language.
 When we take a step back and consider all of the different ques-
 tions that we can generate about language itself, it is very clear
 how an emergentist methodology has improved our questions. It
 has led us to query how language exists in our brains and what
 language tells us about culture and identity. We must be careful
 with language though because it is also the source of the expert
 illusion (see Minksy), the illusion that since we use language eve-
 ryday in an effortless manner, we have a good understanding of
 it. The rote plodding of the analysis of the Tuvan morphology
 example demonstrates only the most minimal amounts of the
 complexity in the simple act of pronouncing a word. The com-
 plexity of language immediately appears once we ask the ques-
 tion of how some part of it works or why a particular language, or
 word or construction is the way that it is. Linguistics as a field of
 study has spent thousands of years falling down the rabbit holes
 of language and mapping the paths of questions and answers
 that have been investigated. We believe that this store of knowl-
 edge has not been fully taken advantage of by language investiga-
 tors of all types, including linguists. The lack of familiarity with
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 the actual achievements of linguistics as a unique field of study
 stunts any inquiry into the nature of language. We also believe
 that a similar state of affairs holds for studies of emergence, be-
 cause in the worst case linguistics will provide a "null hypothesis"
 to disprove about the nature of language and in the best case
 linguistics will shape better informed and more well focused
 questions about language.
 Finally, as our third and final point we would like to call atten-
 tion to the most radical emergentist proposal about the nature of
 language that we are aware of. Chomsky, Hauser, and Fitch argue
 that the defining characteristic of human language is the compu-
 tational process of recursion. The core of this proposal is that
 "narrow language faculty" which is unique to the species homo
 sapiens is recursive in that it can freely combine smaller elements
 into larger ones in an infinite manner only limited by non-lin-
 guistic environmental constraints on human beings such as time,
 attention span, memory, fatigue, and so forth. This idea shows
 the full potential and spirit of emergent approaches to phenom-
 ena. The potential of emergentism in this proposal is apparent in
 that, if it is correct (which is by no means a settled matter) , then
 the understanding of emergent systems will be key to our under-
 standing of human language and vice versa. The spirit of
 emergentism is also indicated by this work because of its interdis-
 ciplinary nature. The authors combine the fields of linguistics,
 psychology, organismic and evolutionary biology, and biological
 anthropology to produce a very broad view of language from an
 emergentist perspective. True emergent studies are inherently
 cross-disciplinary.
 It must be understood that we are assuming that the required
 statistical analysis mechanisms and decisions that underlie the
 discovery of the relevant decision trees are present in the brain,
 without yet knowing the full details of these mechanisms. Upon
 which cognitive representations statistical analysis is performed,
 and what decision processes esixt for positing generalizations, re-
 main some of the most important questions to be addressed, not
 only for linguistics but for the cognitive sciences as a whole. Our
 contribution to the application of emergence thought to lan-
 guage is to show that this is a promising avenue of inquiry.
 We hope our brief sketch of the acquisition of complex sound
 patterns has been helpful in exhibiting how human language is
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 an emergent system. We understand human language and emer-
 gence to exist in a symbiotic relationship. Thus, the study of the
 structure of human language provides excellent naturalistic data
 from an emergent system. Further, the study of emergent sys-
 tems, in language or any other domain, may lead to deeper un-
 derstanding of the structure of human language. In this sketch,
 we have identified specific and general questions about both
 human language and emergence that should be pursued further.
 We hope this chapter brings some clarity as to why these are im-
 portant questions and suggest useful ways to pursue them. Many
 of the questions posed by this chapter directly benefit from other
 work on emergence presented in this volume. By understanding
 the contributions of emergence to computer science, philoso-
 phy, neurobiology, economics, and many other disciplines, we
 can achieve a fuller understanding of human language as an
 emergent entity.
 NOTES
 1 . Here is a useful description of the difference between Classic Artificial In-
 tellegince and Connectionims:
 Classic AI is viewed by many as represented by 'computationalism'
 which focuses on symbol manipulation based on the metaphor of a
 digital computer as the best way to understand mental processes while
 connectionism is viewed by many to focus on developing associationist
 models of mental processes but note these distinct views are not neces-
 sarily incomensurate. ("Connectionism")
 2. Note that the Tuvan words are presented in phonetic transcription. Conso-
 nants are generally similar in pronunciation to English orthography except
 for "x" which is a sound not found in English, but represents a voiceless
 velar fricative, the sound at the end of "Johann Sebastian Bach" with a Ger-
 man pronunciation. The vowel symbols have the following pronunciations,
 [e] as in "bet", [a] as in "hot," [u] as in "boot," [ö] is similar to German
 schöne, and [ü] to German Würde. The symbol [y] represents a high back
 unrounded vowel as found in Russian or Turkish. Doubled vowel symbols
 represent long vowels.
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